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ABSTRACT
The strategy of combining genes from a regulatory protein and its antagonist within the same operon,

but controlling their activities differentially, can lead to diverse regulatory functions. This protein-antagonist
motif is ubiquitous and present in evolutionarily unrelated regulatory pathways. Using the sin operon
from the Bacillus subtilis sporulation pathway as a model system, we built a theoretical model, parameterized
it using data from the literature, and used bifurcation analyses to determine the circuit functions it could
encode. The model demonstrated that this motif can generate a bistable switch with tunable control over
the switching threshold and the degree of population heterogeneity. Further, the model predicted that
a small perturbation of a single critical parameter can bias this architecture into functioning like a graded
response, a bistable switch, an oscillator, or a pulse generator. By mapping the parameters of the model
to specific DNA regions and comparing the genomic sequences of Bacillus species, we showed that
phylogenetic variation tends to occur in those regions that tune the switch threshold without disturbing
the circuit function. The dynamical plasticity of the protein-antagonist operon motif suggests that it is an
evolutionarily convergent design selected not only for particular immediate function but also for its
evolvability.

BACTERIAL survival is dependent on the ability to be able to sample diversity without traversing large, non-
respond rapidly to shifting environmental condi- functional regions of parameter space.

tions. The capacity for phenotypic exploration—or evol- Savageau’s demand theory is one of the first formal-
vability—can be manifested in multiple hierarchies in isms for relating the architecture of a network to its
biology (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998). Evolutionary evolvability (Savageau 1998). This theory asserts that
search is accelerated when systems are organized to re- frequently needed genes are controlled by repressors
duce the number of simultaneous mutations required whereas rarely used genes are controlled by activators.
before beneficial variants are discovered (Kirschner and This arrangement ensures that mutations that disrupt
Gerhart 1998; Voigt et al. 2001). There are several regulation maintain gene expression for high-demand
organizational principles by which this can be achieved. genes, whereas low-demand genes are turned off, thus
For example, the combination of modularity and robust- reducing metabolic load. Circuit designs that conform
ness minimizes the effect of mutations on other functions to the demand theory principle are relatively robust to
and accelerates the exploration of novel regions of param- mutation, thereby permitting a greater exploration of pa-
eter space by neutral drift (Huynen et al. 1996). rameter space. The demand theory was first used to investi-

Cellular systems have evolved to deal with short-term gate differences in the regulatory mechanisms employed
adaptation to environmental fluctuation by implemen- by Escherichia coli for metabolizing lactose, which is ubiq-
tation of the appropriate stress responses. On longer uitous, vs. maltose, which is only present in a small
timescales, evolution modifies circuitry both by chang- region of the gut. The evolutionary capacity for changes
ing the kinetic parameters of the network and through in the circuit dynamics of the lac operon has also been
the addition and subtraction of network components studied. van Oudenaarden and co-workers experimen-
and reactions. A robust, yet evolvable, network architec- tally demonstrated that a switch-like response to lactose
ture is designed such that a large fraction of possible induction could be changed to a graded response by
mutations leads only to small or quantitative changes in perturbing a single parameter (Ozbudak et al. 2004).
circuit behavior, and a much smaller fraction can change Considering multiple inputs, Alon and co-workers used
the qualitative dynamics to new, dynamically important a mathematical model to propose that the lac operon
functions. In addition, the evolvable parameters should could be tuned from a fuzzy AND gate to other logic

blocks, such as an OR and pure AND (Setty et al. 2003).
In addition to the lac operon, a number of other syn-

1Corresponding author: Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, thetic and natural genetic circuits have been analyzedBox 2280, 600 16th St., University of California, San Francisco, CA
94107. E-mail: cavoigt@picasso.ucsf.edu for robustness and evolvability. A synthetic circuit that
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was designed to be an oscillator was shown to convert
into a bistable switch when one of the interactions was
removed (Atkinson et al. 2003). By recombining vari-
ous promoters and repressors, Leibler and co-workers
constructed random network topologies and tested
their ability to integrate two inputs (Guet et al. 2002).
In a relatively small library, they were able to identify
circuits that behaved like different types of logic blocks
(NOR, NOT IF, and NAND) and found that simple ge-

Figure 1.—A simplified schematic of the sin operon isnetic changes could turn one logic block into another.
shown. Mechanistic details are provided in the text.

Little and co-workers demonstrated that the bacterio-
phage � lysis/lysogeny control circuit is mutationally
robust and that mutations can easily tune the sensitivity khani et al. 2002). When the environment provides suf-

ficient nutrients and space for growth and maintenanceand cooperativity of the switch (Little et al. 1999). The
robustness of this circuit improves the evolvability of of cells, the repressor SinR is constitutively expressed

from an internal promoter in the operon. SinR repressesthe virus by enabling it to tune the lysis/lysogeny distri-
butions in bacteriophage populations so that the opti- the first committed (stage II) genes in the sporulation

pathway. Resource depletion and high population den-mal distribution can be found for particular environ-
mental niches (Mittler 1996; Arkin et al. 1998). In sities lead to the phosphorylation of the transcription

factor Spo0A. The accumulation of Spo0A�P inducesanalyzing a model of the network that determines seg-
ment patterns in Drosophila embryos, O’Dell and co- the expression of SinI, which binds to and inactivates

SinR (Bai et al. 1993; Lewis et al. 1998; Shafikhani et al.workers demonstrated that different robust patterns
could by achieved by tuning the underlying parameters 2002). The combined effect of positive regulation by

Spo0A�P and the inactivation of the negative regulator(von Dassow et al. 2000; Meir et al. 2002). Finally,
Hsp90 has been proposed to play a role in Drosophila SinR activates the sporulation pathway.

We have built a model of the sin operon, parameter-phenotypic diversity by up- and downregulating specific
signaling cascades (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998). ized it using available data from the literature, and inves-

tigated its dynamics using analytical and computationalIn this article, we study a portion of the Bacillus subtilis
stress response network as an evolvable system. As a whole, techniques. On the basis of these simulations, we pro-

pose that the sin operon improves the evolvability of thethis network is responsible for integrating input signals
from the environment, such as cell density, ionic strength, stress response network by several mechanisms. First, sin

encodes an evolvable switch, which can provide a sinkand the presence of nutrients, and deciding whether to
form a spore, initiate DNA uptake (competence), swim for phylogenetic variation, where the progression into

sporulation can be controlled without disturbing thein a particular direction (chemotaxis and motility),
scrounge for food (enzyme production), or kill competi- regulation of spore construction. Spore formation re-

quires the coordination of protein machinery and scaf-tors (antibiotic production; Msadek 1999). The optimal
relationship between the input signals and the distribu- folds that slowly build the spore and time this process

with cellular events, such as the partitioning of the chro-tion of responses taken by a bacterial population will
depend on the particular environmental niche that is mosome (Stragier and Losick 1996). After initiation,

the construction of the spore occurs in stages and isoccupied. In addition, it has been proposed that there
is a role for stochastic effects in the governing network under the control of a cascade of alternative RNA poly-

merase �-factors. Once the process of forming a sporesuch that the population will diversify its responses to
a particular environmental insult (Maughan and Nich- has been optimized by evolution, it is advantageous to

be able to alter the probability of progressing down thatolson 2004).
Sporulation is a dramatic response to stress and is a pathway without perturbing the pathway itself. We used

a deterministic mathematical model and bifurcationparticularly expensive endeavor for the cell, in terms of
both time and materials (Grossman 1995). The exact analysis to study the switching behavior of the sin operon

and to characterize those parameters that control theconditions and timing for sporulation are likely to be
under strong selective pressure as both premature and threshold of the switch. In addition, stochastic simula-

tions were used to characterize how sin can implementbelated spore production can have disastrous effects on
cell growth and survival. Thus, an intricate phosphorelay, population heterogeneity control.

Second, we propose that the greater class of protein-pheromone sensing, and a transcriptional regulatory
network carefully control the onset of sporulation (Ire- antagonist operons (Hughes and Mathee 1998; Engel-

berg et al. 1999), of which sin is a member, have the abilityton et al. 1993; Grossman 1995). The sin (sporulation
inhibition) operon is central to the timing and early dy- to adopt a wide range of dynamical functions with a

minimum amount of underlying genetic change. In-namics of this network (Figure 1; Gaur et al. 1986, 1988,
1991; Mandic-Mulec et al. 1992; Bai et al. 1993; Shafi- stances of this ubiquitous network motif include oper-
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Figure 2.—Antagonist control motifs analogous to the sin
operon are shown from the B. subtilis response pathway. (A)
The rapA/phrA operon: PhrA is exported from the cell (dashed
line), proteolytically modified (red), and reimported. The
modified PhrA can bind to and inactivate the sporulation-
inhibiting phosphatase RapA (Perego 1997). The function
of this circuit may be to act like a timing device to create a
pulse of RapA activity and delay sporulation (Perego 1997).
(B) The soj/spo0J operon: Soj, a transcriptional inhibitor of
the sporulation commitment signal spo0A and of stage II spor-
ulation promoters, is rendered inactive through sequestration
in a spatially oscillating multimeric complex with Spo0J (Qui-
sel and Grossman 2000). The sequestration state of Soj is
believed to be a signal relating the orientation and partition
state of the chromosome to the sporulation initiation circuitry,
presumably to indicate whether the cell is capable of forming
a spore (Quisel and Grossman 2000).

Figure 3.—Depending on the kinetic parameters, sin can
generate a graded response (A), a bistable switch (B), anons encoding �- and anti-�-factors (Hughes and Mathee
oscillator (C), or a pulse generator (D). When situated in an1998), phosphatases and their inhibitory pheromone
appropriate region of parameter space, the expression rateprecursors (Perego 1997), toxins and their immunity of SinR (AR) has the unique ability to sample all of the func-

factors (Baba and Schneewind 1998; Engelberg-Kulka tions. From top to bottom, the values of AR are 0.005 ([SinI]
and Glaser 1999), and all manner of transcriptional is a graded function of [S 2]), 0.035 (a bistable switch controlled

by [S 2], where the dotted portion of the curve is the unstableand post-translational regulators and their protein an-
solution branch and the solid portions of the curve are thetagonists (Figure 2). These operons could emerge as
two stable solution branches), 0.052 (oscillating [SinI] withthe result of gene duplication events (as is likely for sin) time), and 0.08 (a single pulse of [SinI]) proteins/mRNA/

or by other evolutionary pressures for operon formation sec. The slice of parameter space corresponding to this se-
(Lawrence 1997). Using sin as a model system, we dem- quence of values is shown as a dashed line in Figure 7. Only

the value of AR is varied in this series of graphs; the values ofonstrate that protein-antagonist operons can behave like
the other parameters are provided in Tables 1 and 2.a graded or binary switch, oscillator, or pulse generator

and can have multiple steady states, depending on the
values of the kinetic parameters (Figure 3). We show that differential equations, as well as an interface to AUTO (Ermen-

trout 2002). The stiff integrator, based on the Rosenbrocksubtle changes in the kinetic parameters and the wiring
adaptive algorithm, was used with a tolerance of 0.0001 andof the network can bias the behavior toward different
minimum step size of 10�12. The bifurcation software packagefunctions. Due to their dynamical plasticity, evolution AUTO (Doedel 1981) was accessed through the XPP GUI inter-

may frequently converge on the protein-antagonist op- face. The perturbation studies were performed using MAT-
eron as a flexible solution to different regulatory needs. LAB and the ode23s (Rosenbrock) stiff differential equation

solver. The stochastic simulator, written in C, is based on the
Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie 1977). The Shea-Ackers for-
mulism was used to determine the Boltzman probability thatMATERIALS AND METHODS
the promoter forms the open complex. To convert between

Deterministic solutions, bifurcation analysis, and stochastic numbers of molecules and concentration, it was assumed that
simulations: The differential equation software package XPP one molecule per cell equals 1.0 nm (Shea and Ackers 1985;

Arkin et al. 1998). Note that the Shea-Ackers formulism re-was used to obtain deterministic numerical solutions for the
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quires the conversion of the equilibrium constant Ki of each SinR by SinI and the transcriptional repression of sinI
state by the factor 10�9 for each bound molecule. This ensures by SinR. The cross-repression motif is ubiquitous in bio-
that the equilibrium constants have nanomolar units. All codes

logical networks and can lead to complex dynamicaland models can be retrieved from the web site www.lbl.gov/
behaviors, most famously implementing a bistable switch�aparkin.

Sequence comparisons: Protein BLAST comparisons were (Gardner et al. 2001; Wolf and Arkin 2003). In addi-
performed using the NCBI web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. tion, the inactivation of SinR by SinI leads to the upregu-
gov/BLAST/) (Tatiana et al. 1999). The BLOSUM62 amino lation of both proteins from P1. This forms a positive
acid similarity matrix was used with an open gap penalty of

feedback loop in the production of SinI, which can en-10 and extension gap penalty of 1. ClustalW was used for
hance bistability (Becskei et al. 2000). Because mRNAnucleotide alignments using the IUB nucleotide weight matrix

with a gap-opening penalty of 8.0, extension penalty of 0.2, from P1 contains both the sinI and sinR genes, this posi-
and no end gap penalty (http://bioweb.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/ tive feedback can also amplify SinR. This dual effect of
seqanal/clustalw.pl) (Thompson et al. 1994). amplification and inhibition can lead to oscillations. An

additional feedback loop is formed by the repression of
spo0A by SinR (Mandic-Mulec et al. 1995). This interac-

RESULTS
tion is mechanistically redundant to the repression of
P1 by SinR and will lead to similar circuit dynamics.The sin operon—background and model: The sin op-

eron controls the production and activity of the repres- On the basis of these mechanistic details, a detailed
model was built for the continuation analysis and sto-sor SinR, which in its active tetrameric form inhibits

sporulation by repressing stage II and spo0A promoters chastic simulations. Simpler analytical models are pre-
sented in appendixes a and b to demonstrate the under-(Gaur et al. 1986, 1988; Mandic-Mulec et al. 1992). sin

also contains the gene for the SinR antagonist SinI and lying interactions that lead to bistability and oscillations.
Both the computational and analytical models makethree promoters, two of which (P1 and P2) produce

mRNA containing both sinR and sinI and an internal mechanistic assumptions and do not explicitly deal with
processes such as translational elongation. These as-promoter (P3) from which only sinR is transcribed (Fig-

ure 1). During vegetative growth, a constant concentra- sumptions are unlikely to change the basic conclusions,
but their inclusion might add the possibility for othertion of SinR is maintained through constitutive expres-

sion from P3 (Gaur et al. 1988; Mandic-Mulec et al. dynamical states not analyzed here.
The deterministic model consists of a set of differen-1992; Bai et al. 1993). Transcription from P3 is strong and

a high concentration of mRNA is maintained through tial equations to track the production and degradation
of each protein and complex in the system. The follow-early sporulation. However, SinR expression is weak be-

cause the ribosome-binding site overlaps with the tran- ing equations track the concentrations of SinI [I], SinR
[R], mRNA from P1 [m 1], mRNA from P3 [m3], SinRscription start site (Gaur et al. 1986; Smith 1993).

Phosphorylation induces Spo0A to form active dimers tetramers [R4], and SinI:SinR complexes [IR]:
(Lewis et al. 2002), which activate transcription from
the P1 promoter (Gaur et al. 1988). Transcripts initiated d[I ]

dt
� AI[m 1] � �I[I ] � k I

on[I ][R] � k I
off[IR], (1)

from P1 encode both sinI and sinR (Gaur et al. 1988).
Despite the transcriptional linkage, induced SinI expres- d[R]

dt
� AR( fR[m 1] � [m 3]) � �R[R] � k I

on[I ][R]sion is 10-fold greater than that of SinR from P1 mRNA
(Gaur et al. 1988). The sole phenotypic function of SinI

� k I
off[IR] � 4kR

on[R]4 � 4kR
off[R4], (2)is to inactivate SinR (Bai et al. 1993). SinI is a single-

domain protein that disrupts the active tetramer by d[m 1]
dt

� k 1�1 � �1[m 1], (3)forming a tight 1:1 complex with SinR monomers (Bai
et al. 1993; Lewis et al. 1998; Scott et al. 1999). Complete
inhibition is achieved in vitro with a ratio of 1:2 mono- d[m 3]

dt
� k 3 � �3[m 3], (4)mers of SinR:SinI (Bai et al. 1993). Transcription occurs

from an additional P2 promoter (immediately following
the P1 promoter) after sporulation has been initiated. d[R4]

dt
� kR

on[R]4 � kR
off[R4], (5)

RNA generated from P2 is undetectable during vegeta-
tive growth and early sporulation and is not included d[IR]

dt
� k I

on[I ][R] � k I
off[IR] � �R[IR]. (6)in our model (Gaur et al. 1988).

In preliminary experiments, it has been found that
SinR transcriptionally represses its antagonist SinI by The production of m 1 is dependent on the probability

�1 that P1 is in the open complex as well as transcriptbinding to the P1 promoter (Smith et al. 1991). The SinR
operator in P1 is downstream of the RNA polymerase production rate k 1. In addition, it has been demon-

strated that leaky transcription from P1 and PspoIIG in the(RNAP) binding site (Smith 1993). Due to the separa-
tion between their binding sites, it is unlikely that the absence of Spo0A�P is minimal; in the model, it was

assumed to be perfectly tight (Rowe-Magnus and Spie-binding of SinR displaces either RNAP or Spo0A�P. A
cross-repression motif is formed by the inhibition of gelman 1998; Shafikhani et al. 2002). The probability
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TABLE 1

Parameter values and ranges

Nominal a Range Notes b

Parameter Description Bi Osc Units Min Max Nominal Range

k1 Transcription rate from P1 0.15 Trans sec�1 10�4 10 c d

�GS Binding energy of S 2 to P1 �9 kcal mol�1 �14 �8 e f

�G RNAP Binding of RNAP to P1 �10.5 kcal mol�1 �14 �8 e f

�G R Binding energy of R 4 to P1 �12.5 kcal mol�1 �14 �8 e f

AI Expression rate of SinI 0.8 Prot trans�1 sec�1 10�4 10 g h

�I Degradation rate of SinI 0.02 1 sec�1 10�5 0.1 i j

k I
off Off rate for SinI:SinR 0.5 1 sec�1 0.1 1000 k l

k 3 Transcription rate from P1 0.28 10�4 Trans sec�1 10�4 10 m d

AR Expression rate of SinR 0.014 0.07 Prot trans�1 sec�1 10�4 10 m,g h

�R Degradation rate of SinR 0.002 1 sec�1 10�5 0.1 n j

k R
off Off rate for SinR tetramers 0.5 1 sec�1 0.1 1000 k l

a The nominal set of parameters around which the bistability (bi) and oscillatory (osc) bifurcation analyses are performed as
in Figure 4. The two sets of parameters are identical except for k 3 and AR.

b References and notes are provided for the nominal value and the estimated parameter range.
c Spo0A�P-activated expression from P1 is very strong (Gaur et al. 1988).
d The transcription rates (trans/sec) range from a minimum leakiness of a promoter to the maximum observed transcription

rate (Vo et al. 2003).
e See Table 2.
f The range of transcription factor binding is estimated on the basis of data from (Shea and Ackers 1985; Fedoriw et al. 1998;

Kunne et al. 1998).
g Expression of SinI is 10-fold greater than that of SinR from P1 mRNA (Gaur et al. 1988).
h The minimum expression rate accounts for one protein (prot) expressed per mRNA for a 2-hr half-life. The maximum rate

is estimated from Farewell and Neidhardt (1998).
i SinI is a small peptide, the free form of which is assumed to degrade rapidly (Lewis et al. 1998).
j The range of protein degradation rates was picked to match half-lives of seconds to tens of hours.
k It requires 2:1 molar quantities of SinI to disrupt SinR tetramers completely (Bai et al. 1993). It is assumed that the SinI:SinR

equilibrium constant is 6 nm whereas the SinR:SinR4 equilibrium constant is 400 nm. The on rates are held fixed at their diffusion-
mediated value (see text).

l The range of off rates produces the range of equilibrium dissociation constants of 1 nm to 10 	m on the basis of the diffusion-
limited on rates from Camacho et al. (2000).

m The transcription rate from k 3 is high, but the expression rate of SinR AR is low (Gaur et al. 1986; Smith 1993).
n Chosen to reflect an �20-min half-life, considering the tetramerization reaction (Lewis et al. 1998).

of forming an open complex at P3 was assumed to be radation rates of SinR and the SinI:SinR complexes were
assumed to be identical (Lewis et al. 1998). It was alsoconstant (Smith 1993) and the parameter k 3 is the num-

ber of transcripts produced per unit time. SinI is ex- assumed that the off rate for SinR tetramers is much
faster than the tetramer degradation rate and thereforepressed at rate AI from m 1 . SinR is expressed at rate AR

did not explicitly include a term for tetramer degrada-from the combination of m 1 and m 3. The potential for
tion. The degradation rates of m 1 and m 3 were helddifferential expression of SinR from P1 and P3 is cap-
constant at �1 � �3 � 0.005 sec�1 (2-min half-life; Vilartured by the parameter fR , which was always set to one
et al. 2002).in our simulations.

The probability �1 that P1 is in the open complex wasThe parameter values are provided in Table 1. The
modeled using the Shea-Ackers formalism,on rate for the formation of dimers (k I

on) was fixed at
the desolvation-mediated diffusion-limited rate 0.083 nm�1

�1 � (K 6[RNAP][S 2])/(1 � K 2[RNAP] � (K 4 � K 6[RNAP])[S 2]sec�1 (Camacho et al. 2000) and only the off rates were
� K 3[R4] � K 5[S 2][R4] � K 7[RNAP][R4]varied in the simulations. The formation of SinR tetra-
� K 8[S 2][RNAP][R4]), (7)mers is via the dimerization of dimers (Scott et al.

1999) so we assumed the diffusion-limited rate for tetra- where [S2] is the concentration of Spo0A�P dimers, [R4]
mer formation (kR

on) is 0.00125 nm�3 sec�1 (Camacho is the concentration of SinR tetramers, and [RNAP] �
et al. 2000). 30 nm is the concentration of free RNA polymerase

The degradation rates of each of the species are repre- available for transcription (McClure 1980, 1983; Shea
sented by �. SinI is a small protein that interacts with and Ackers 1985). The transcription factors were as-
SinR through a domain-swapping mechanism. It does sumed to be at thermodynamic equilibrium between

the DNA-bound and unbound states. Following this as-not drastically disturb the structure of SinR, so the deg-
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TABLE 2

Binding states of promoter P1

Binding region

No. O1 O 2 O 3 Contributions �G (kcal/mol)

1 — — — — 0.0 a

2 — RNAP — �G RNAP �10.5 b

3 — — (SinR)4 �G R �12.5
4 (Spo0A)2 — — �GS �9.0 c

5 (Spo0A)2 — (SinR)4 �G R � �GS �21.5 d

6 (Spo0A)2 RNAP — �G RNAP � �GS � �G RS �21.5 e

7 RNAP (SinR)4 �G RNAP � �G R �22.5 f

8 (Spo0A)2 RNAP (SinR)4 �GS � �G RNAP � �G R � �G RS �33.5

a Unbound DNA is defined as the reference state (Shea and Ackers 1985).
b B. subtilis � A binds to a consensus �10 sequence with an affinity between 50 and 100 nm, as determined

by in vitro footprint analysis (Camacho and Salas 1999). RNAP can bind without Spo0A (Bird et al. 1996).
c The free energy of Spo0A binding was estimated from data from Rowe-Magnus and Spiegelman (1998).
d Unlike the case for the stage II gene promoters, SinR tetramers and Spo0A dimers bind to different sites

in the P1 promoter region (Cervin et al. 1998).
e Spo0A dimers initiate transcription by binding to RNA polymerase and accelerating the formation of the

open complex (Bird et al. 1996). The protein-protein contact between Spo0A and � A comprises �14 residues
and is dominated by electrostatic forces (Cervin et al. 1998). In our simulations, we assume that this interaction
energy is �G RS � �2.0 kcal/mol (Shea and Ackers 1985).

f Preliminary evidence indicates that SinR binds to a 47-bp region between the P1 and P 2 promoters (Smith
et al. 1991; Smith 1993). This region occurs immediately downstream of the P 2-binding site without overlapping
it. This implies that SinR4 and RNAP bind independently, and the repressor activity is achieved by blocking
RNAP initiation rather than RNAP binding.

sumption, Equation 7 was derived on the basis of an switch (Figure 3B; McAdams and Arkin 1999; Gardner
et al. 2000; Wolf and Arkin 2003). A bistable switch hasenumeration of all possible bound states i of the tran-

scription factors to the promoter and their equilibrium two characteristic stable steady states (“on” and “off”)
connected in phase space by an unstable steady state. Aassociation constants Ki � exp(�
�Gi), where �Gi is

the free energy of the bound state (Table 2) and 
 � bistable switch has several advantages over a monostable
switch in a biological network. First, the presence of bi-1/RT � 1.62 mol/kcal, where R is the gas constant and

T � 36.85�. The subscript i corresponds with the state stability often results in a rapid, almost discontinuous
induction from the off state to the on state (Gardnerin Table 2. The repressors AbrB and ScoC (previously

named Hpr) also bind to the P1 promoter, but are not et al. 2000). This ultrasensitivity ensures that an adequate
input concentration is reached before induction andincluded in this model (see discussion; Shafikhani

et al. 2002). creates the “all-or-none” response essential to develop-
mental processes like sporulation. The second advan-sin as a switch: Placing sporulation initiation under

the control of a threshold-activated switch ensures that tage of bistability is that it introduces hysteresis into the
switch, which enables it to “latch” onto the on state,sufficient Spo0A�P must accumulate before the cell

commits to spore formation. A number of mechanisms making the transition more resistant to fluctuations. We
examined these properties of the sin architecture usingcan result in a switch, including multicomponent phos-

phorelay cascades operating near saturation (Huang the software package AUTO, which is able to computa-
tionally track steady states and bifurcations for a systemand Ferrell 1996), cooperative mutually exclusive re-

pressor/activator binding (Rossi et al. 2000; Biggar and of differential equations (Doedel 1981). These simula-
tions were used to study the robustness of bistability toCrabtree 2001), and positive feedback loops (Wolf and

Arkin 2003). All of these mechanisms are present in variations in the model parameters and to characterize
those parameters that can tune the [S2]-activation thresh-the sporulation pathway and together they likely act to

magnify and tune the switch-like behavior (Grossman old and hysteretic properties of the switch.
We found that expression of SinR from the internal1995; De Jong et al. 2004). Here, we focus on the ability

of the sin operon alone to produce a switch-like response. promoter P3 is critical for bistability and that expression
of SinR from the promoter P1 leads to complex dynam-Because SinR transcriptionally represses sinI and SinI

represses SinR via a protein-protein interaction, a cross- ics. The role of the parameter k 3 (transcription from
the internal promoter P3) on bistability is shown in Fig-repressive feedback network is completed (Figure 1).

This architecture can introduce bistability into the ure 4A. The switch is monostable when k 3 → 0. As k 3
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perturbation (Guidi and Goldbeter 1997). When a
switch can tunably exhibit both hysteretic and type 2
bistability, this provides exquisite control over the activa-
tion threshold, allowing it to be tuned essentially from
zero to infinity.

While it is the cross-repression motif that introduces
bistability into the switch, type 2 dynamics arise due to
the independent binding of Spo0A and SinR to the P1

promoter (appendix a and Table 2). When the activator
and repressor bind to the same operator and their bind-
ing is mutually exclusive (as is the case for the stage II
promoters), then high concentrations of activator will
eventually override the repressor. However, when the re-
pressor binds independently and blocks RNAP by bind-
ing upstream of the transcription start site, the system
cannot turn on until the repressor has been removed
by some mechanism. This arrangement of binding sites
in the P1 promoter enables the sin circuit to adopt type
2 bistability.

To identify regions of parameter space that exhibit
hysteretic as well as type 2 bistability, we performed a
bifurcation analysis for each parameter at [S 2] � 1 nm
and 10,000 nm, which covers the approximate range of
concentrations for active transcription factors in bacte-
ria. We operationally defined hysteretic bistability to be
in effect if there were two stable states at [S 2] � 1 nm
and a single steady state at 10,000 nm; type 2 bistability
was assumed if there were two steady states at [S2] � 1
and 10,000 nm (Figure 4B). A more rigorous definition

Figure 4.—The sin operon can exhibit bistability when P 3 of type 2 bistability is presented in appendix a. For eachconstitutively generates SinR and SinR represses P1. The stable
parameter, two bifurcation curves were calculated andand unstable steady states are shown as solid and dashed lines,
the regions corresponding to each type of bistabilityrespectively. (A) Four curves are shown for (left to right) k 3 �

0.05, 0.015, 0.02, and 0.022 mRNA/sec. When k 3 � 0.05, sin were identified.
produces a graded response. For k 3 � 0.015 and 0.02, the To compare the robustness of the various kinetic pa-
switch exhibits hysteretic bistability with two limit points. When rameters, the bistable region is normalized by an estima-k 3 � 0.021 the switch is bistable, but one limit point goes to

tion of the physically attainable parameter space (Figure 5;infinity (type 2) and the higher steady state cannot be reached
ranges provided in Table 1). The robustness of eachby increasing the [S 2]. (B) The data from A can be viewed as

a bifurcation plot with respect to k 3. The top curve shows the parameter can be read as approximately the fraction of
left limit point from A as a function of [S 2] and k 3. The bottom the corresponding bar that is either open or shaded.
curve is the right limit as a function of [S 2] and k 3. As k 3 Those parameters associated with the expression andincreases, the bottom curve goes to infinity faster than the

activity of SinR are the most fragile (k I
off, k 3 , AR , �R).top curve and it is at this point where type 2 bistability occurs.

Other parameters are more robust, such as those thatOur operational definition of hysteretic bistability is when two
stable states exist at [S 2] � 1 nm, but not 10,000 nm. The control the activity of the P1 promoter and the SinI:SinR
bar indicates the region of parameter space consistent with binding strength, and these parameters provide a means
hysteretic (open) and type 2 (shaded) bistability and demon- to tune the [S 2]-activation threshold of the switch. Forstrates how the bars are constructed in Figure 5. Values for

example, tuning the most robust parameter �GRNAP canthe parameters not varied in these bifurcation analyses are
tune the [S 2]-activation threshold by two orders of mag-provided in Tables 1 (“Bi” column) and 2.
nitude (100–10,000 nm; not shown). Mutations that af-
fect this parameter are more likely to sample a range
of thresholds, without disturbing the underlying func-increases, bistability is introduced into the switch and

the [S 2]-activation threshold (right limit point) in- tion of the switch. There are additional mechanisms in
the sporulation pathway—other than the sin operon—bycreases. In addition, the limit points separate, thus in-

creasing hysteretic effects. Once k 3 crosses a threshold, which the activation threshold can be tuned, such as the
negative feedback from SinR to spo0A and other redun-the high [S 2] limit point goes to infinity. When one

limit point goes to infinity, this is referred to as “type 2 dant positive feedback loops (not shown; Grossman
1995). The relative importance of each of these mecha-bistability” and the system cannot transition from the

off state to the on state in the absence of a significant nisms in determining the overall threshold control for
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Figure 6.—When mRNA transcripts from P1 contain the
sinI and sinR genes and transcription from P 3 is small (k 3 �Figure 5.—One-dimensional bifurcation analysis for the
0.0001 mRNA/sec), the system generates limit cycle oscilla-regions in parameter space consistent with bistable (top) and
tions or functions as a pulse generator (Figure 3, C and D).oscillatory (bottom) behaviors. For each parameter either the
Using AUTO, a bifurcation curve was generated to identify os-limit points or Hopf bifurcation points were identified using
cillatory regions in parameter space as a function of the SinRAUTO and then normalized by the biologically relevant region
expression rate AR. When AR is small, the system produces aof parameter space (materials and methods). (Top) The re-
linear response to a single stable steady state (solid line). Oncegion of parameter space consistent with hysteretic (open bars)
AR crosses the left supercritical Hopf point, the steady state be-and type 2 (shaded bars) bistability and monostability (solid
comes unstable (dashed line) and limit cycles emerge (thebars) is shown on the basis of calculations like that performed
minimums/maximums of the oscillations are shown as thickin Figure 4B. (Bottom) The oscillatory regions of parameter
lines). When AR is larger than the right supercritical Hopfspace are shown for each parameter. Calculations were per-
point, the steady state becomes stable again and the oscilla-formed to identify the Hopf bifurcation points as in Figure 6.
tions cease. For AR larger than this threshold, the system pro-Note that the regions consistent with bistability and oscillatory
duces a large initial pulse and then returns to the lower steadybehaviors overlap except for the parameters k 3 and AR. Each
state, creating a temporal pulse. The parameter values usedone-dimensional bifurcation analysis was performed from a
in this analysis are provided in Tables 1 (“Osc” column) and 2.nominal point in parameter space where either bistable or

oscillatory behavior dominates (marked by X’s in Figure 7).
The nominal values of the parameters and the biologically

Limit cycle oscillations occur when a stable steady staterelevant ranges are provided in Tables 1 and 2.
becomes unstable and a stable periodic orbit emerges.
This transition is referred to as a supercritical Hopf
bifurcation and AUTO can be used to identify and tracksporulation remains an open question (see discus-

sion). Hopf points as a function of a model parameter. In
Figure 6, a bifurcation plot is shown for the parameterFunctional plasticity: Because there is no terminator

after sinI, the sinR gene is present on P1 mRNA. The ex- AR (expression rate of SinR). Three regimes of behavior
are associated with the bifurcation diagram. When ARpression of SinR from P1 can lead to complex dynamical

responses to a Spo0A�P input, including pulses and is less than the left Hopf point, the system produces a
linear response of [SinI] to increasing [S 2]. Between theoscillations. Different dynamics are achieved by the rela-

tive expression levels of SinI and SinR from P1 mRNA. Hopf points, limit cycle oscillations occur (Figure 3C).
When AR is greater than the right Hopf point, the systemIf SinI expression is large enough to continuously in-

activate SinR, then a linear response to [S 2] is observed. produces a temporal pulse of [SinI] in response to an
input stimulus of increased [S2] (Figure 3D). As AR → ∞,On the other hand, if SinR expression is strong, then

it will be able to inactivate P1 and render the switch the amplitude of the pulse decreases until the system
no longer responds to input signals.unable to respond to an input. It is between these ex-

tremes that complex dynamics arise, including pulse and To investigate how the parameter space partitions into
switching and oscillatory behaviors, we normalized theoscillatory responses (Figures 3 and 6). We use AUTO

to identify the parameter regimes where oscillatory and oscillatory regimes and compared them with the bistable
regimes (Figure 5; ranges provided in Table 1). Oscilla-pulse behaviors occur (Doedel 1981). An analytical so-

lution of a simplified set of equations that oscillate is tions and bistability both arise from an instability that
is introduced as each parameter induces a transitionpresented in appendix b. Expression of SinR from the

internal promoter damps the complex dynamics, so we from a high [SinI] state to a low [SinI] state and as
a result these behaviors overlap strongly in parameterinitially consider the limit where k 3 is small (k 3 � 0.0001

mRNA/sec; Table 1). space. The parameters k 3 and AR are exceptions as ex-
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when they are deleterious to the desirable network dy-
namics. This may be the case with the sin operon, as ad-
ditional redundant feedback loops in the network
(Grossman 1995) may bias the dynamics toward a bista-
ble switch. Some protein-antagonist operons do not con-
tain an internal promoter (Perego 1997; Quisel and
Grossman 2000; Stephenson et al. 2003) and this may
be important to achieve complex circuit dynamics, such
as a pulse generator or an oscillator.

Noise rejection and exploitation: Spo0A�P is a regula-
tor of multiple cellular processes and its concentration
can fluctuate as a result of noisy environmental inputs
as well as from cell-to-cell variation (Grossman 1995).
The sin architecture can filter brief fluctuations of input
so that sporulation is initiated only in response to sus-
tained high [S 2] (not shown). sin is able to filter short
pulses because the input signal (Spo0A�P) both acti-Figure 7.—The bistable (blue) and oscillatory (red) regions
vates stage II promoters and represses a repressor of theof parameter space are shown for the critical parameters AR

and k 3. A region of parameter space is both bistable and os- stage II promoters. Dynamically, this results in a time
cillatory (purple). The parameter AR has the unique ability to delay as SinR has to be depleted before the input can
sample all of the functions when varied. The dashed line activate the downstream promoters. If the input signalrepresents a slice of parameter space (k 3 � 0.008 transcrip-

is shorter than the time required to deplete SinR, thentions/sec), where as AR is tuned, sin is able to generate a
the sporulation pathway will not be activated. This as-graded response, bistability, oscillations, and pulse. The black

circles on this line represent the values of AR used in Figure 3. pect of the sin architecture resembles the feedforward
The X’s mark the nominal values used to produce the one- topology, which was proposed to result in a filtering
dimensional bifurcation analyses in Figure 5. The curves were function, and our results agree with these predictionsgenerated using AUTO. The limit point loci are calculated

(Shen-Orr et al. 2002).for [S 2] � 1 nm (left) and 10,000 nm (right) and the Hopf
While sin is able to filter noisy inputs of Spo0A�P, itloci are for [S 2] � 10,000 nm. The parameters not varied in

the bifurcation analyses are fixed at the values presented in also has the ability to be sensitive to cell-to-cell variations
Tables 1 and 2. in the prestimulus steady-state SinR concentrations. This

sensitivity enables individual cells within a population to
differentiate their responses to an environmental signal.

pression of SinR from P1 and P3 promotes and damps Noise sensitivity can arise in a network due to interac-
oscillations, respectively. This leads to the hypothesis tions between small numbers of competing regulators
that these parameters can tune the system to different and by combining high levels of protein translation with
dynamical behaviors as long as the remaining parame- low levels of gene transcription (Arkin et al. 1998; Rao
ters position the system in a robust region of instability. et al. 2003). To examine the noise sensitivity of the sin

When the system is in an appropriate region of param- operon, we ran stochastic simulations using the Gillespie
eter space, the tuning of AR is adequate to sample all algorithm (materials and methods; Gillespie 1977;
of the possible behaviors (Figures 3 and 7). When AR is Arkin et al. 1998). The noise sensitivity of sin can be tuned
low, the system behaves like a monostable switch (Fig- by altering the steady-state concentration of SinR ex-
ure 3A). When AR increases, bistability is introduced pressed from P3 and the binding affinity of SinR to the
and the system becomes a bistable switch (Figure 3B) P1 promoter. When the binding of SinR to P1 is weak and
and then a bistable oscillator (Figure 3C). Finally, at the number of SinR molecules is large, the population of
large AR values, monostability is restored and sin behaves cells tends to respond similarly (Figure 8A). However,
like a pulse generator (Figure 3D). The ability to sample when SinR binding is strong and there are fewer SinR
all of these functions is unique to the parameter AR . molecules, then the switch is more sensitive to fluctua-
The coexistence of bistability and oscillatory dynamics tions and the distribution of response times broadens
has been observed for biological (Guidi and Gold- (Figure 8B).
beter 2000) and chemical (Olsen and Epstein 1993) This broad distribution of response times translates
systems, but these behaviors strongly overlap in these into a heterogeneity of responses in the population
models and it is unclear whether a single model parame- (Maughan and Nicholson 2004), potentially a game
ter could transition between them. theoretic form of bet hedging (Mittler 1996; Wolf

Constitutive expression of SinR from P3 damps the and Arkin 2003). By staggering the sporulation initia-
oscillations, leading to a stable steady state (Figure 7). tion times of individual cells over a long time window,
Indeed, the maintenance of a low, constant expression the population gradually commits a larger and larger

fraction of its members to costly stress-resistant spores,of repressor may ensure that oscillations do not occur
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Figure 8.—The sin operon con-
trols the stochastic characteristics
of the sporulation pathway. The
time required for SinI to reach its
half-maximal value is shown for
two cases: (left) when SinR binds
weakly at high steady-state concen-
tration and (right) binds tightly
at low steady-state concentration.
While the average of the two distri-
butions is equal (�25 min), tight
SinR binding leads to a greater dis-
tribution of on times. The parame-
ters are identical to the determin-
istic model (Tables 1 and 2) except
�G R � 7.5 kcal/mol, AR � 0.02
proteins/mRNA/sec (left), and
�G R � 14.0 kcal/mol, AR � 0.0045
proteins/mRNA/sec (right). The

initial condition for each run is set at the steady-state P3 mRNA (4 nm) and [R4] concentrations (left, 6400 nm; right, 20 nm).
The data represent 10,000 runs of the Gillespie algorithm and are binned in 20-sec intervals. When the control of SinR is
stochastic (right graphs), cells switch randomly into the sporulation pathway. Those cells that do not sporulate may be able to
choose alternative responses.

all the while maintaining a shrinking subpopulation and anthracis are compared, the 0A-boxes in the �35
regions differ both in orientation and nucleotide com-capable of rapid vegetative growth should environmen-

tal conditions improve. If the sin network is configured position and the �10 � A-binding motifs are also diver-
gent. It is noteworthy that the �35 and �10 regions ofto exhibit hysteretic stability and environmental condi-

tions push [S 2] beyond the commitment threshold, all the stage II promoters are nearly identical between these
species. When anthracis and cereus sequences are com-sporulation switches will eventually turn on. Such a

noise-sensitive switch can lead the stochastic control of pared, the largest concentration of mutations occurs in
these regions of sin, notably affecting the RNAP-bindingthe progression into alternate pathways (Arkin et al.

1998). In the context of the complete stress response region (Figure 9).
The model also predicts that the SinI:SinR-bindingnetwork, this might allow unaffected cells to progress

down alternative response pathways. strength is a robust parameter that can tune the thresh-
old of the switch. The SinI sequences have divergedGenomic comparisons: Using the kinetic model, we

have predicted two ways in which the sin operon can in both length and amino acid content (25% average
pairwise amino acid identity; materials and methods).be diversified. First, to alter the sporulation probability

given a set of conditions (and time of exposure), it is In addition, the C-terminal domain of SinR to which
SinI binds is also relatively variable (52% identity) withdesirable to accumulate mutations that affect the P1

promoter and the SinI:SinR interaction strength. Sec- respect to the N-terminal DNA-binding domain (72%
identity) and other regulatory proteins in the sporula-ond, variations in the transcription rate from P3 (k 3)

and the expression rate of SinR (AR) can fundamentally tion pathway (see below).
In contrast to P1, all of the P3 promoters are nearlyalter the dynamical behavior of the operon. It is ex-

pected that there will be strong selective pressure against identical and all contain perfect TG_TATAAT extended
�10 � A-binding sites (Camacho and Salas 1999). Thedynamical instabilities, whereas there is more selective

pressure to diversify the threshold required for sporula- maintenance of strong transcription from the internal
promoter improves the robustness of the switch by reduc-tion in slightly different environments. To observe how

these parameters have diversified in evolution, we aligned ing the likelihood that instabilities, such as those that lead
to oscillations, will be introduced into the system.and compared the genomic sequences of several Bacil-

lus species that occupy very different environmental The expression rate of SinI is probably conserved as
evidenced by the perfect Shine-Dalgarno ribosome-niches (subtilis, halodurans, and anthracis) and between

two more closely related species (anthracis and cereus ; binding sites (RBS) present in all the species. There is
more variability in the expression rate of SinR. In B. subtilis,Takami et al. 2000; Read et al. 2002; Ivanova et al. 2003;

materials and methods). the RBS and transcription start site overlap, which can
reduce expression from P3 mRNA, implying that the pre-The model predicts that the most robust portions of

the P1 promoter are the Spo0A- and RNAP-binding sites, stimulus concentration of SinR is reduced. In B. halo-
durans and B. anthracis, the RBS and transcription startand the transcription and translation rates are more

fragile (Figure 5). The P1 promoter has diverged signifi- site do not overlap. The RBS in subtilis and halodurans
differ from the Shine-Dalgarno sequence by a singlecantly among all the species. When subtilis, halodurans,
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Figure 9.—Evolutionary divergence of
the sin operon. The nucleotide sequences
of sin are aligned from the sequenced ge-
nomes of B. anthracis and B. cereus (materi-
als and methods). Distance in base pairs
is shown on the x-axis and the mutations
are binned in 10-bp intervals. The P1 pro-
moter is the most variable region between

these species and the P 3 promoter and SinR sequence are the most conserved. This trend is also present when the more divergent
sequences of B. subtilis, B. anthracis, and B. halodurans are compared (see text). Only a single anthracis sequence is used for these
analyses as there are no polymorphisms between anthracis species in this region (Read et al. 2002).

nucleotide, whereas in anthracis it differs by two nucleo- other’s host environment (Maagd et al. 2001; Read et al.
2003). Thus, when a new environmental niche is in-tides. Finally, the start codon of SinR is ATG in halodur-

ans and anthracis, as opposed to the unusual TTG start vaded where sporulation is an appropriate response to
different conditions, or if a change in environmentalcodon present in subtilis. By changing the relative ex-

pression and activity of SinI and SinR, different species conditions leads to a change in the optimal timing or
distribution of spore formation, then genetic changesmay be able to tune their threshold for sporulation to

be more or less stringent under different environmental are required to reprogram the wiring between the phos-
phorelay and the downstream “actuation” circuitry inconditions.

In the sporulation network, those components that act the sporulation pathway. An evolvable design minimizes
the number of simultaneous mutations required toupstream and downstream of sin are strongly conserved

among the species. The amino acid sequences of the make such a shift.
The adaptive plasticity and evolvability of the sin op-phosphorelay proteins Spo0A and Spo0F are closely re-

lated (72 and 77% identity; Stephenson and Hoch eron in particular, and the protein-antagonist operon
pair motif in general, stems from its diversity of behav-2002). Downstream from sin, the stage II spoIIE, spoIIA,

and spoIIG promoters are conserved when compared to iors under simple (evolvable) parametric control. Using
a mathematical model, we have demonstrated that theP1 and their 0A-box- and RNAP-binding motifs are nearly

identical. In addition, the �-factors they encode that sin operon can implement a bistable switch with exqui-
site control over both the activation threshold and theregulate the next round of sporulation are also con-

served (�70% identity). The conservation of the phos- noise sensitivity of the switch. Together, these properties
could change both the probability of spore formationphorelay and the stage II regulatory proteins ensures

that the signal-processing properties of the response and the population heterogeneity in sporulation initia-
tion times. Our comparative genomics analysis supportsnetwork and the program for spore formation are con-

served. In this context, sin provides a mechanism by the view that the sin operon—particularly the operators
of the P1 promoter and SinI:SinR interaction—providewhich the probability of sporulation can be tuned with-

out affecting these processes. a means for evolution to rapidly alter the probability
and timing of sporulation. It is at this point in the net-
work where high relative phylogenetic variation can oc-

DISCUSSION cur to optimize sporulation as a species invades a new
environmental niche.Adaptive plasticity reflects the capacity of a bacterium

As a whole, the architecture of the sporulation path-to nongenetically alter gene expression or protein activi-
way contains multiple circuit motifs that can act collec-ties to suit environmental fluctuations during its life cycle,
tively to generate threshold control (De Jong et al. 2004).whereas evolvability reflects the ease by which genetic
At least 13 positive feedback loops and additional redun-mutations enable the bacterium to invade a new envi-
dant mechanisms occur between the phosphorelay andronmental niche (Meyers and Bull 2002). The sin
the activation of stage II genes (Grossman 1995). Nota-operon is part of the adaptive machinery that helps B.
bly, SinR represses the Spo0A promoter, which completessubtilis respond to stress by integrating environmental
a cross-repression motif redundant to the proposed rep-and intracellular signals into a probabilistic, all-or-none
ression of P1 by SinR (Smith et al. 1991; Mandic-Mulecdecision to sporulate (Schaeffer et al. 1965; Dawes
et al. 1995). In addition, Spo0A�P represses abrB, whichand Mandelstam 1970; Chung et al. 1994; Maughan
represses P1. Finally, AbrB activates scoC (hpr), which alsoand Nicholson 2004). Bacteria evolved for one envi-
represses P1 (Strauch et al. 1989; Shafikhani et al.ronment often fare poorly in other environments and
2002). This motif, where a gene is activated both directlya number of genetic changes are required to transition
and by repression-of-repression, has been proposed tobetween the two. It is known, for example, that distinct
lead to a threshold mechanism (Biggar and CrabtreeBacillus species have evolved to colonize the microenvi-
2001; Shen-Orr et al. 2002). There are three possibili-ronments of insects (thuringiensis) and mammals (an-

thracis), and that each subspecies does poorly in the ties regarding the role of sin in this pathway. First, it
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could act as the final checkpoint upon which multiple Similar complex protein-antagonist behaviors have
been identified in heterologous organisms. �-factors fre-pathways converge and subsequently has a critical role

in setting the threshold required for sporulation. Sec- quently occur with anti-�-factors that regulate their ac-
tivity via protein-protein interactions (Hughes andond, the redundancy of the interactions ensures that

no single system dominates, thus producing robust dy- Mathee 1998). In addition, toxins and their immunity
factors often exist in the same operon as well and arenamics. Third, the redundancies are individually domi-

nant under different environmental conditions. Further used either to control cell death (addiction modules)
or in bacterial warfare (Baba and Schneewind 1998;simulations of the pathway as a whole and experiments

will be required to distinguish between these scenarios. Engelberg-Kulka and Glaser 1999). In bacteriophage
� and P1, genes involved in cell lysis are encoded alongDepending on parameter values, protein-antagonist

operon motifs like sin can also generate a graded or with their inhibiters, thus assuring a rapid pulse of activ-
ity once the proper signals have been received (Bläsimonostable switch-like response or function like an os-

cillator or pulse generator. This functional diversity is et al. 1990).
Directed evolution, where a library of mutant genesachieved with minimal changes in the architecture

(such as the inclusion or removal of the internal pro- is constructed by mutagenesis and recombination, has
emerged as a useful technique to build and refine de novomoter and the negative feedback of SinR on P1) and in

several critical parameters. These subtle differences can regulation (Yokobayashi et al. 2002). Using nonlinear
dynamics to quantify the evolvability of a genetic circuitbias the operon toward different functional dynamics.

For example, some members of the Rap/Phr class of will be useful in targeting random mutagenesis toward
regions most likely to produce the desired functionaloperons contain an internal promoter whereas others

do not (Stephenson et al. 2003). It would be interesting change. For example, to alter the switch threshold for
the sin operon, our simulations predict that mutagenesisto characterize the impact that this internal promoter

may have on the pulse dynamics. should be targeted toward the RNAP-binding region of
the P1 promoter. To achieve a change in the global dynam-A number of underlying genetic mechanisms have

been proposed to lead to operon formation and modi- ics, for instance to create a pulse generator, mutagenesis
fication and many of these could lead to the transcrip- should be targeted toward the P3 promoter. In the context
tional linkage of a protein with its antagonist (Law- of the sporulation pathway in B. subtilis, these changes will
rence 1997). In the case of sin, sinI most likely appeared alter the timing and dynamics of sporulation. In addi-
via a gene duplication of sinR (Lewis et al. 1998). Using tion, it may be possible to remove a protein-antagonist
sin as a model system, we have demonstrated how such operon from its wild-type pathway and use it to drive
a simple evolutionary event can lead to complex control- novel processes in heterologous organisms.
lers in genetic networks. As the need for different types We thank rotation student Sophie Dumont for her early contribu-
of controllers emerges, the simplicity and flexibility of tion to this project. C.A.V. was supported by a DoE/Sloan postdoctoral

fellowship for computational biology. A.P.A. and D.M.W. acknowledgethe protein-antagonist operon make it a solution on
the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, the Department ofwhich evolution will frequently converge. Since protein-
Energy, and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute for support duringantagonist operons appear frequently in genetic networks,
the period of this project.this implies that the bicistronic solution to control prob-

lems has been found by evolution independently many
times.
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APPENDIX A: MINIMAL SIN OPERON MODEL TO ACHIEVE TYPE 2 BISTABILITY

First, Equations 1–6 were simplified by making the following assumptions: (i) mRNA production and degradation
is at steady state, (ii) the SinI:SinR and SinR:SinR4 multimerization reactions are at thermodynamic (quasi)equili-
brium, (iii) SinI inhibits SinR irreversibly, (iv) the number of states associated with the P1 promoter was reduced,
(v) there is no expression of SinR from P1 mRNA, and (vi) the pool of SinI is not depleted by binding to SinR.
These changes result in the following set of simplified equations,

d[I ]
dt

� 
I � K 1[S 2]
1 � K 1[S 2] � K 3[S 2][R]4K 2[R]4 � � �I[I ], (A1)

d[R]
dt

� 
R � �R[R] � k I
on[R][I ], (A2)

where 
I and 
R are the expression rates of SinI and SinR, k I
on is the rate at which SinI inactivates SinR, the equilibrium

constants for promoter binding are given by K, and the degradation rates are given by �. Note that the equilibrium
constant for the formation of SinR tetramers KR is implicit in K2. Introducing the dimensionless parameters  �
t � �I , �I � ([I ] � �I)/
I , �R � ([R] � �I)/
I , ε � �R/�I , � � 
R/
I , � � (k I

on � 
I)/�2
I , the equations can be

rewritten as

d�I

d
� � K̃1�S

1 � K̃1�S � K̃3�S�
4
R � K̃2�

4
R � � �I , (A3)

d�R

d
� � � ε�R � ��R �I , (A4)

where the overbar indicates dimensionless equilibrium constants. At steady state, the null clines are given by
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�I �
K̃1�S

1 � K̃1�S � K̃3�S � 4
R � K̃2�

4
R

(A5)

and

�R �
�

ε � ��I

. (A6)

Substituting (A6) into (A5) and solving for �S yield the polynomial

�S �
�I(ε � ��I)4 � �I K̃2�

4

K̃1(1 � �I)(ε � ��I)4 � K̃3�I �
4
. (A7)

The nonzero roots of the numerator are always imaginary. In other words, type 1 bistability, where the curve crosses
the �S -axis (resulting in an irreversible switch due to unattainable negative �I concentrations), cannot occur.

Depending on the parameter values, Equation A7 can have three forms: (i) a single asymptote and no maxima,
leading to a graded response, (ii) a single asymptote and a maximum, leading to a bistable switch, and (iii) three
asymptotes, leading to type 2 bistability. Asymptotes arise when real solutions exist to the denominator polynomial
of (A7). Using a Routh test, the condition for obtaining three real positive roots can be determined to be

K̃3�
4

4ε�K̃1

� 1, (A8)

when ε � � . The numerator of (A8) captures the strength of SinR expression and activity and the denominator
represents the relative stability of SinI and its ability to inactivate SinR. When SinR is strong relative to SinI, then
(A8) is large and type 2 bistability is present in the system.

APPENDIX B: MINIMAL SIN MODEL TO ACHIEVE LIMIT CYCLE OSCILLATIONS

To determine the minimal system to achieve oscillations, we considered the simplified system of equations,

d[I ]
dt

� 
I � K 1[S 2]
1 � K 1[S 2] � K 2[R]2 � � �I[I ] � k I

on[R][I ] � k I
off[IR], (B1)

d[R]
dt

� fR 
I � K 1[S 2]
1 � K 1[S 2] � K 2[R]2 � � �R[R] � k I

on[R][I ] � k I
off[IR], (B2)

d[IR]
dt

� k I
on[R][I ] � k I

off[IR], (B3)

where the number of promoter states has been reduced, the multimeric form of SinR was assumed to be dimers,
and SinR multimerization is at equilibrium. Having SinR at least form dimers is critical in obtaining oscillations.
Introducing the dimensionless parameters,  � t � k I

off , �I � ([I ] � k I
off)/
I, �R � ([R] � k I

off)/
I , �IR � ([IR] �
k I

off)/
I , εR � �R/�I , εI � �R/k I
off , � � (k 1 � 
I)/k I

off
2, and assuming that �I is a fast variable, the set of equations can

be simplified to the following two-dimensional system:

�I �
1

εI � ��R
� K̃1�S

1 � K̃1�S � K̃2�
2
R � �

�IR

εI � ��R

, (B4)

d�R

d
� fR � K̃1�S

1 � K̃1�S � K̃2�
2
R � � εR�R � ��R�I � �IR , (B5)

d�IR

d
� ��R �I � �IR . (B6)

Solving for null clines of (B5) and (B6) yields a single positive, real intersection that occurs at the fixed point
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�*IR �
��*R

εI � ��*R � K̃1�S

1 � K̃1�S � K̃2�*R � �1 �
��*R

εI � ��*R �
�1

(B7)

�*R � �
1

2εRK̃2

(εR � εRK̃1�S � √εR(εR � 2εRK̃1�S � εRK̃ 2
1�

2
S � 4 fRK̃1K̃2�S)). (B8)

Since the system is constrained to a closed bounded region and there are no other fixed points, the Poincaré-Bendixon
theorem can be applied to identify oscillatory regimes in parameter space. When (�*I , �*R ) is stable, the system will
progress to this steady state. When (�*I , �*R ) is unstable, oscillations will occur. The stability of a fixed point can be
determined by analyzing the trace of the Jacobian matrix that is negative for stable fixed points and positive for
unstable fixed points. The trace of the Jacobian associated with the differential equations (B5) and (B6) is

Tr �
�fRK̃1�SK̃2

(1 � K̃1�S � K̃2�*R )2
� εR �

�

� �K̃1�S

�
� �*IR � �

��*R
� �K̃1�S �

�� �
2K̃1�S K̃2�*R

�2 �
�*IR �

�
� 1� � 1, (B9)

where

� � εI � ��*R and � � 1 � K̃1�S � K̃2�*R 2 . (B10)

Typical parameters that achieved oscillations in the numerical continuation analysis are εI � 0.07, εR � 0.007, � �
4.0, fR � 0.125, K 1�S � 8, K 2 � 300, and, indeed, this results in a positive trace Tr � 0.03. Equation B8 can also be
used to estimate the ranges of parameters that are consistent with oscillations. The trace is positive when � → ∞,
K 2 → ∞, or εI → 0, although these limits result in the nonphysical situations of �IR → ∞, �IR → 0, and �IR → ∞,
respectively. The parameters εI , K1�S , and fR have optimal values that maximize Tr and these parameters can be
varied on average �10-fold around this point. It is noteworthy that the simplified set of Equations B4–B6 oscillates
more readily than the full set used in the continuation analysis.


